
HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND 
Section Two: The Heritage 
In this section tell us about the heritage your Project focuses on and why it is valued. 
2a What is the heritage your Project focuses upon? 
The Royal Pavilion Estate, in the heart of Brighton & Hove, is the focus of this Project comprising 
the Grade I listed Royal Pavilion, Brighton Dome and Corn Exchange. Eight buildings and 
structures on the Estate are listed Grade II, including Brighton Museum & Art Gallery, 1930s wings 
to the Corn Exchange, the Dome booking office, the Old Courthouse, elements within the Garden 
and the statue of George IV on the north side of the Estate. The Garden is grade II on the Historic 
Register of Parks and Gardens. 

The Royal Pavilion, one of the most remarkable buildings in Europe, was created for the Prince of 
Wales, later King George IV. It was his vision and his drive that transformed a humble lodging 
house in the 1780s into an iconic pleasure palace, finally completed in 1823. Described by the 
RPM Foundation Patron HRH the Prince of Wales as a ‘highly original and considered work of art’, 
the Pavilion and its surrounding Estate is of exceptional significance internationally, nationally and 
locally. 

The Royal Pavilion is inextricably linked with the identity of Brighton and its people. It has provoked 
controversy and adulation throughout its history and become one of the most instantly identifiable 
architectural images in the world. It was conceived as a monument to style, technological 
excellence and pleasure. Brighton is the only city in the UK where the full spirit of the Regency can 
be experienced, embodying the era’s curiosity with the exotic, its notoriety for the decadent and 
reputation for the elegant. 

In 1850 the Estate was acquired by the Corporation, the buildings were repurposed and the Royal 
Pavilion and Garden were opened to the public The stables were initially used as barracks and 
later were transformed into a magnificent concert and assembly hall - the Dome, which has since 
played host to many world-renowned artists from early jazz pioneers in the 1920s to such names 
as Jimi Hendrix and David Bowie. 

Today the Estate attracts worldwide attention from art, architectural, cultural and social historians. 
It is a major source of knowledge for the Regency period. It generates an enormous sense of civic 
pride. The Estate’s Chinese and Indian cultural influences, and its role in WW1 as a hospital for 
wounded soldiers from SE Asia, are a source of pride and inspiration for the Brighton’s BME 
residents. A private family-run café business established in 1941 attracts a loyal and passionate 
clientele. The heritage of the Estate continues to be a focal point for leisure, culture, learning and 
enjoyment for Brighton’s residents. In a town where tourism has flourished for over 250 years it 
plays a major role in the visitor economy. 

2b Is your heritage considered to be at risk? If so, please tell us in what way. 
RPM and BD&BF have worked hard to maintain and develop the Estate caring for the only royal 
palace in the ownership of a local authority. However: 

• RPM & BD&BF have limited funds for investment in major maintenance and restoration of 
the historic fabric beyond everyday reactive repair. 

• The fragmented management of the Estate has resulted in the lack of a cohesive strategy 
for its operation and care. 

• A growing culture of vandalism is damaging the Estate. 

• The roofs of the Corn Exchange and Museum are in urgent need of restoration. 

• A lack of visitor facilities for buggies, coats and rucksacks means everyday use of the 
Pavilion is damaging delicate interiors and collections. 

• The volume of visitors is contributing to the structural failure of fragile iron staircases in the 
Pavilion. 



• Repeated movement of cumbersome theatrical equipment is causing unsustainable levels 
of wear and tear. 

• The Conservation Studios are inaccessible to the public, safe movement of objects is 
compromised, environmental conditions are unsatisfactory. 

• Many mechanical & electrical systems are reaching the end of their useful lives. 

• Heating systems in the Dome and Pavilion are inadequate, making environmental control 
impossible and putting the Pavilion’s interiors and collections at risk. 

• Air vents from the foul sewer system are discharging directly into some spaces inside the 
Dome. 

To minimise these risks: 

• Reactive maintenance on the Dome buildings has prioritised the most urgent work. 

• The Garden Manager and volunteers are engaged in extensive litter picking. 

• Seasonal security staff patrol the Garden. 

• Time slots have been introduced to manage visitor flow in the Pavilion. 

• Acrylic protection has been used to cover fragile interior surfaces. 

• Fundraising campaigns for critical areas have been launched. 

These short term measures are insufficient and unsustainable. Major investment and a sustainable 
business model are urgently required to protect the historic fabric of the buildings and the Garden 
for future generations. 

2c Does your Project involve work to physical heritage like buildings, collections, 
landscapes or habitats? 
Yes 

Tell us the name of the building(s), collections, landscape or habitat area 
The Royal Pavilion Estate, comprising the Royal Pavilion, Brighton Dome and Corn Exchange, 
Brighton Museum & Art Gallery, the Studio Theatre, the Old Courthouse, Northgate House, William 
IV Gatehouse, India Gate and Royal Pavilion Garden. 

Do you, or a partner organisation, own the building, land or heritage items outright? 
Yes 

Do you or a partner organisation have a mortgage or other loans secured on the property or 
item, or any plans to take one out? 
No 

For landscape projects, please provide an Ordnance Survey grid reference for your 
landscape 
National Grid Reference: TQ 31244 04227; OS X (Eastings) 531244; OS Y (Northings) 104227. 

2d Does your Project involve the acquisition of a building, land or heritage items? 
No 

Please tick any of the following that apply to your heritage: 

Accredited Museum, Gallery or Archive   x 

Designated or Significant (Scotland) Collection   x 
DCMS funded Museum, Library, Gallery or Archive 
World Heritage Site 



Grade I or Grade A listed building   x 
How many buildings of this type are included in your Project? 
3 

Grade II* or Grade B listed building   x 
How many buildings of this type are included in your Project? 
3 

Grade II, Grade C or Grade C(S) listed building   x 
How many buildings of this type are included in your Project? 
8 

Local list 
Scheduled Ancient Monument 
Registered historic ship 
Conservation Area 
Registered Battlefield 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) or National Scenic Area (NSA) 
National Park 
National Nature Reserve 
Ramsar site 
Regionally Important Geological and Geomorphological Site (RIGS) 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or e-SAC 
Special Protection Areas (SPA) 

Registered Park or Garden   x 
Grade I listed Park or Garden 
Grade II* listed Park or Garden 
Grade II listed Park or Garden 
If applicable, what is the registration or inventory number/s? 
1380680 1380398 1380395 1380396 1380400 1000205 1380710 1380399 1380108 1380388 
1380397 1380707 1380709 1381023 1380714 1380111 1380112 



Section three: Your Project 
In this section, tell us about your Project. Make sure you include all your planned activities, 
and capital works if applicable. 
3a Describe what your Project will do. 
The Project will significantly enhance the quality of the Estate’s visitor offer and the heritage in its 
care, delivering a legacy of sustainability and resilience which will safeguard its future.  

The aims of the Project are to: 

a. Reconnect the historic buildings and landscape and re-establish their identity as a single 
magnificent Estate. 

b. Conserve the Estate’s Grade I & II listed buildings and historic landscape. 

c. Help more people learn, enjoy and care about the Estate and its history. Present unique 
opportunities in a matchless environment to engage with and participate in all forms of art 
and culture. 

d. Bring RPM and BD&BF together to make them more efficient, sustainable and resilient. 

e. Boost the Estate’s capacity to deliver Brighton’s Economic, Tourism and Cultural strategies. 

Most importantly it will make it possible to offer world class, varied and enriching experiences 
across the Estate to more people and at all times of year. 

• Buildings will be restored to a high quality and live up to their regal origins. Previously 
hidden heritage spaces will be restored for public view. 

• Building services and equipment will be upgraded to establish high quality, fit-for-purpose 
spaces and ensure the Estate is cared for in fitting and appropriate ways. 

• A wide range of heritage interpretation and event programming will be designed and 
delivered using digital technologies and performance to attract repeat visitors. Drawing on 
the combined creative expertise of RPM, BD&BF and Brighton’s renowned digital industries, 
visitors’ experiences will be imaginative and inspiring, revealing the Estate’s hidden stories 
in magical and fascinating ways. 

• Fit-for-purpose customer facilities will boast superb design, ambience and service and help 
drive commercial revenues. 

• Spaces within the Dome will be improved to increase capacity, enhance audience comfort 
and help the building operate in smarter and more efficient ways. 

• New city-wide volunteering and training programmes will greatly extend the range and scale 
of opportunities for local people to participate in Brighton’s heritage, building a renewed 
sense of local pride and ownership, developing skills and diversifying our workforce. 

The Project will deliver: 

RESTORATION OF THE REGENCY GARDEN 

• The restored Garden, free to access and open throughout the day and evening, with 
magnificent views of the Dome and Corn Exchange re-established; restored Estate 
boundary; reinstated historic Elm Avenue. 

• New wayfinding. 

• New external lighting and sustainable services to accommodate outdoor events. 

• Refurbished Garden team facilities. 

• New recycling and waste management facilities. 

NEW ACCESS TO WORLD CLASS HERITAGE BUILDINGS 

• The restored Corn Exchange will be revealed, creating a new public viewing gallery. 



• The King’s Bathroom and the ‘Pages of the Presence Rooms’ within the Pavilion will be 
restored; visitor access to the underground tunnel between Dome & Pavilion will be created 
and the staircase to the Saloon Bottle strengthened to enable special tours; the Yellow 
Anteroom Staircase will be reinstated. 

• A lift will be installed in the Pavilion. 

A LONG TERM STRATEGY FOR CONSERVATION AND MAINTENANCE 

• Refurbished conservation studios. 

• New methods of environmental control. 

• The Museum and Corn Exchange Roofs will be repaired; structural problems in floors 
addressed; damp issues in the basements resolved. 

• Inappropriate fixtures removed and new storage created. 

IMAGINATIVE, INNOVATIVE & INSPIRING INTERPRETATION 

• New exhibitions in the Visitor Gateway, Dome and Corn Exchange exploring the Estate’s 
heritage. 

• Upgraded and new learning spaces hosting activities for schools, families with children and 
adults. 

• New multisensory and digital interpretation of the Pavilion. 

• New interpretation in the Garden including innovative use of digital technology and a unique 
performance programme. 

• Volunteer-led guided tours of the Estate, including areas of the Estate not previously 
accessible to the public. 

• Cutting edge digital displays projected onto the outside of the buildings to reveal the events 
and personalities associated with them. 

EXCELLENT VISITOR FACILITIES AND MORE FLEXIBLE WAYS OF WORKING 

• Centralised ticketing facilities, modern cafés, retail, toilets and cloakrooms. 

• Brighton Museum & Art Gallery main gallery will be redisplayed to enable greater flexibility 
as an evening events space. 

• The Corn Exchange performance infrastructure will be transformed through installation of 
retractable seating and new lighting, sound and stage infrastructures. 

• The Studio Theatre will be refurbished, new storage space created, dressing rooms and 
toilets. 

CITY-WIDE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMME 

• Accredited training for 150 local people who are socially or economically excluded through a 
new volunteer programme. 

• 70 new Cultural and Creative Apprenticeships and paid training placements for Young 
People across the city. 

• A city-wide cultural tourism training scheme in partnership with Brighton’s Grand Hotel 
providing on-the-job training to front line tourism staff about Brighton’s heritage. 

• Customer service training for all Estate staff and volunteers ensuring an outstanding 
experience for every visitor. 

As a result of the Project: 

• Visitors to the Estate will rise by 20% from 1.3m to 1.6m, leading to £14m per annum of new 
gross visitor expenditure in Brighton City Centre. 

 



• The economic impact will raise city-centre FTE jobs supported by RPE venues from 1,125 
to 1,241. 
…………………………………………………………… 

• More than 300 staff, 100 tourism colleagues, 410 volunteers and 70 young people will have 
developed new skills. 

3b Explain what need and opportunity your Project will address 
Our programme of visitor and non visitor research, specialist conservation advice and ongoing 
review of operations has identified the following needs and opportunities: 

• The Garden does not connect with the historic buildings and it suffers from significant anti-
social behaviour. Alcohol and cycling incidents are reported daily and there is evidence of 
serious drug use on site. From July to November 2013 the police were called to ten 
incidents including rape. Used needles, faeces and condoms are regularly found. The 
Project will ‘design out’ much of this behaviour so that it becomes a safe and beautiful 
space for everyone to enjoy. 

• The Corn Exchange needs urgent restoration work. Intervention is required now to arrest its 
further decline and relieve the pressure this is placing on maintenance budgets. 

• Current environmental controls are inadequate in the Royal Pavilion and in the Museum 
collections store. 

• Important historic areas of the Grade I listed buildings are inaccessible to visitors. In the 
Pavilion the King’s bathroom, the tunnel, the Saloon Bottle, the servants’ quarters and the 
'Pages of the Presence' bedrooms are inaccessible. There is no lift access to the first floor. 
In the Dome and Corn Exchange the performance schedule and bulky theatre equipment 
restricts access. The current conservation studios are poorly configured and inadequate. 

• Heritage interpretation of the Estate as a whole is poor. The importance of the Estate to the 
nation’s story and its ongoing legacy is lost to most visitors. People say there is a lack of 
atmosphere in the Pavilion; they find it hard to relate to its story. There is almost no 
multisensory interpretation and visitors say they want more opportunities to interact. 

• Existing visitor facilities are inadequate. There is no storage space for bags or buggies, 
insufficient toilets, inadequate ticketing facilities and no cloakroom, which means visitors 
carry their bags and coats with them causing damage to interiors. Inadequate climate 
control in the Pavilion and in the Dome is the subject of repeated visitor complaints. The 
lack of seating restricts visitors’ enjoyment of the Estate. Signage is poor. 

• Existing learning spaces are inadequate. There are no dedicated learning facilities in the 
Dome; the learning programme has to be slotted in around the performance schedule, 
making a regular programme impossible. None of the schools visiting the Dome has the 
opportunity to learn about the Estate’s heritage. The Museum’s learning accommodation is 
not big enough meaning that RPM cannot expand its current provision or meet teachers’ 
expectations for experiential learning. 

• The existing volunteer offer across the Estate is inconsistently managed. Demand outstrips 
supply. 260 volunteers are involved with the Estate, yet there is potential to increase this. 
Lack of dedicated staff time is the biggest barrier to volunteering. The volunteer cohort is 
not diverse. Consultation indicates there is demand for skills-based volunteering 
programmes from people from diverse communities. 

• The Estate’s visitor profile is not representative of the city’s and wider region’s diversity. The 
Estate attracts a low proportion of BME visitors and people from the city’s deprived 
communities 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………..Although the majority of Dome 
audiences are local, none of them can currently learn about the heritage of the Estate as 
part of their visit. 



• Management of the Estate is fragmented. Separate business models are not as efficient as 
they need to be in the context of declining public funding and rising costs. There is no site-
wide conservation and management plan. Potential economies of scale have not been 
realised: there is no Estate-wide approach to energy management; there is no joined-up 
commercial strategy, and insufficient combined marketing and donor cultivation. 

• The environmental impact of both organisations is too high and needs to be reduced. 
Energy use, water management and waste management need to be improved. 

3c Why is it essential for the Project to go ahead now? 

• £5.8m in partnership funding has already been awarded to the Project by ACE, pending 
successful submission of an ACE Stage II bid, which must be submitted by June 2014. This 
relies on matched funding including from HLF; should this not be secured, the ACE funding 
will be withdrawn. 

• The balance between rising operational costs and shortage of income has reached a critical 
tipping point. Self-generated income must be increased to create surpluses sufficient to 
establish reserves for the future maintenance. 

• Urgent building repairs are required across the Estate. 

• The deterioration of the Estate’s presentation is adversely affecting its appeal. 

• Anti-social behaviour and vandalism in the Garden is damaging the public perception of the 
Estate. 

• The Project is the result of substantial planning and is ready to be delivered now. 

• BHCC is fully committed to this Project and is ready to support it going forward now. 

• The Project is an integral part of city’s Economic Strategy and the City Plan including 
£113m city-centre investment on the north and eastern boundaries of the Estate scheduled 
for 2016-19. Any delay to this Project means that the Estate will be 'left behind' and will not 
be able to capitalise on this once in a lifetime investment. 

• …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

• Leadership of RPM and BD&BF supported by BHCC are fully aligned as are wider 
partnerships eg with the University of Brighton, City College, the Grand Hotel, the BHCC 
Volunteering Centre, BH Arts and Creative Industries Commission, the Local Strategic 
Partnership and Brighton’s dynamic digital communities. Many organisations are ready to 
be actively involved in the Project and the new model of integrated public, voluntary and 
business sector collaboration which it will deliver (see letters of support). 

• 2020 is the 200th anniversary of Prince Regent becoming King, we need to proceed now in 
order to capture the significant potential that this anniversary presents to celebrate 
Brighton’s unique heritage. 

3d Why do you need Lottery funding? 
Lottery Funding is critical to the success of this Project; it is difficult to see plans proceeding 
without it. 

Matched funding will be sought from a number of sources. £5.8m has already been earmarked by 
Arts Council, with £199k already released towards development of designs to RIBA Stage D. 
………………. HLF is being asked to join these partners to form the basis for delivery of the 
fundraising strategy. Support will be sought from European development funding through the LEP 
and the Coastal Communities Fund. The funding strategy includes support from Major Gifts; Trusts 
& Foundations and Corporate Sponsorship totalling £8.635m. However, proceeding with this 
strategy without a funding from HLF would be extremely challenging. 



Without HLF support, the major outcomes of the Project will not be achieved; transformation of the 
Estate will not proceed and the environment and heritage buildings will continue to deteriorate. 
Important aspects of the buildings will remain unseen and become irreparable. The condition of the 
Garden will continue to decline and anti-social behaviour is likely increase putting people and 
heritage at risk. 

3e What work and/or consultation have you undertaken to prepare for this Project and why? 

• Almost 1,000 interviews with visitors to the Estate. 

• 1,385 surveys in the Museum and Pavilion. 

• 1,068 surveys with BD&BF ticket buyers. 

• Focus groups, including with teachers, young adults and people with Access needs. 

• 38 interviews with key stakeholders and partner organisations (see letters of support). 

• Analysis of complaints, visitor comments and security logs. 

• Analysis of quantitative data including visitor patterns, dwell time, web usage and number of 
volunteer requests. 

• A review of pilot Projects and previous evaluation with users and non users. 

• Presentations and site tours with the joint RPM and BD&BF staff and Trustees, English 
Heritage, BHCC Head of Planning Strategy, BHCC Conservation Officers, North Laine 
Traders Association and North Laine Community Association. 

• Nine meetings with the leaseholder (also Chair of the North Laine Traders' Association) and 
Friends of the Pavilion Garden Café recognising them as an important partner on the 
Estate. 

Ben Gammon, a specialist in heritage interpretation, has worked with staff to identify target 
audiences, the overarching theme for interpretation and learning outcomes. 

In 2012, BD&BF progressed design information to RIBA Stage C. Following their successful ACE 
Stage 1 pass, BD&BF appointed Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios LLP (FCBS) to develop proposals 
for the Corn Exchange and Studio Theatre to RIBA Stage D. The Quinquennial review of the 
Pavilion (completion December 2013) has informed the designs along with the Museum condition 
survey (2010) and full building inspections, including roofs, completed by FCBS. 

A design feasibility study for Estate as a whole was undertaken and forms the basis of the capital 
proposals in this application. Design options have been developed into a Masterplan, alongside a 
strategic review of the existing Stage C proposals for the Corn Exchange and Studio Theatre to 
ensure cohesion of all the elements of the Project. Options were prioritised through a cost/benefit 
assessment of their ability to address existing needs and opportunities. 

The option of carrying out work in phases has been assessed and subsequently dismissed 
because: 

• Project costs substantially increase. 

• The financial and reputational impact of closure periods on ongoing operations is 
substantially higher. 

• The timeframe is too long to secure the financial impact required. 

• The impact becomes less attractive to potential donors and makes the fundraising task 
harder. 

• A truly integrated design solution can only be achieved through interdependency of spaces 
between the two organisations. 

Management Consultants Perfect Moment, who specialise in the creative and voluntary sectors, 
have developed an Outline Business Case to assess the economic impact of the Project. The 
ability to attract increased visitor numbers has been statistically assessed and the associated 



impact on income projected with industry expertise input from Catering Consultants Turpin Smale. 
The cost savings achievable as a result of capital investment …………………………… have been 
identified. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………….. 
Section four: Project outcomes 
In this section, tell us about the difference that your Project will make for heritage, people 
and communities. 
4a What difference will your Project make for heritage? 
THE ROYAL PAVILION ESTATE WILL BE BETTER MANAGED 

Operating costs will have been reduced and income increased to allow significant reserves to be 
established and ensuring a strategic approach to maintenance and conservation. A combined 
management & maintenance plan will be in operation. New systems for heating, environmental 
controls and water management will reduce costs. 

Upgraded conservation facilities will enable collections and interiors to be conserved efficiently and 
the expanded volunteer workforce will help to care for and interpret the heritage of the Estate. 
Infrastructure around the Garden will future-proof irrigation needs, and provision of service points 
for events. Improved facilities for the Garden Manager and volunteers will enable the Garden to be 
better cared for. Core back and front of house services will be developed and delivered by joint 
teams, ensuring that streamlined, visitor-focused services are provided and skills-sharing 
opportunities and operational efficiencies maximized across the site. 

Operational efficiencies will have been secured, increased levels of self-generated income earned 
and a substantial increase in income from fundraising activities. 

THE HERITAGE WILL BE IN MUCH BETTER CONDITION 

The Garden will be restored and revitalised. Provision of a secure perimeter will provide improved 
security late at night. New lighting, seating and bins will significantly improve the presentation, 
along with restored historic planting. The historic relationships between the buildings and Garden 
will be restored. 

In the Pavilion restoration of the Yellow Ante-room and staircase will reduce bottlenecks in the 
visitor route and reduce footfall on fragile cast iron staircases. Restoration of the King’s Bathroom, 
the 'Pages of the Presence' Rooms, the Saloon Bottle and George IV’s tunnel to the stables will 
provide public access to fascinating glimpses ‘behind the scenes’ in the Regency royal palace. 
Enhanced control of heating, lighting and humidity will improve the care of the buildings and 
collections. The interior of the Corn Exchange will be restored. Theatrical equipment will be more 
thoughtfully integrated and new storage areas will reduce wear and tear on the fabric of the 
building. Repairs and thermal upgrading of roofs and basements will prevent damaging water 
ingress.  

The new visitor gateway building will provide much needed visitor facilities including a coat and 
bag drop facility for visitors to the Royal Pavilion considerably reducing the damage to the 
decorated surfaces. 

INVESTMENT IN HERITAGE INTERPRETATION WILL HELP MORE PEOPLE LEARN, ENJOY 
AND CARE ABOUT THE ESTATE AND ITS HISTORY 

New interpretation will bring back the sense of theatre and wonder which characterised the Estate 
in its Regency heyday. 

Spectacular digital projections will be created to animate the outside of the buildings; revealing the 
hidden histories of the buildings and echoing the magnificent Phantasmagorias which George IV 
once hosted in the Pavilion. New interpretation of the Garden will include smartphone apps which 
maximise opportunities for personalised learning and links with the wider heritage of the city. 



High quality interpretive displays will be developed in partnership with local people, building on 
RPM’s and BD&BF’s track records in co-production. 

THE HERITAGE OF THE ESTATE WILL BE BETTER IDENTIFIED AND DOCUMENTED 

New research into the heritage of the Estate will have been undertaken and will inform new areas 
of interpretation. Management of the Dome and Corn Exchange performance archive will have 
been improved. New oral history about the Estate will have been gathered and online access to 
information about the Estate’s heritage improved. The Project will deliver accurate digital drawings 
of the site. 

4b What difference will your Project make for people? 
PEOPLE WILL HAVE DEVELOPED NEW SKILLS 

70 young people will have participated in paid training placements and Creative and Cultural 
Apprenticeships, delivered with partners across the city including City College Brighton and the 
University of Brighton. 

A new programme of training, delivered in partnership with the Grand Hotel, will ensure that up to 
100 colleagues in the tourism sector learn about the heritage of the Estate and its visitor offer. Our 
programme of skills sharing across the Estate’s two organisations will result in new skills in digital 
development, heritage interpretation, conservation and commercial operations. 

Members of the public will take part in new training courses in the refurbished conservation studios 
and the learning suite will be the venue for an expanded adult learning programme. 

410 volunteers will have been trained in heritage interpretation, conservation, horticulture and 
audience engagement. Volunteer programmes will improve self-confidence and skills, give a sense 
of social value to those who are unable to work and will provide a route back into employment for 
those who can. 

As a result of the Project, more than 300 staff, 100 tourism colleagues, 410 volunteers and 70 
young people will have developed new skills and acquired new qualifications leading to positive 
outcomes for participants and a vibrant, welcoming and well cared for Estate. 

MANY MORE PEOPLE WILL LEARN ABOUT THE ROYAL PAVILION ESTATE 

New heritage learning experiences will significantly improve the range and scale of formal and 
informal learning programmes. The Project will deliver these learning outcomes: 

• Appreciation of the Estate as one of the best illustrations of Regency art, design, science 
and technology in the UK. 

• Increased understanding of the Regency period. 

• Increased knowledge of the story of the Estate. 

• Increased knowledge of the untold stories of the Royal Pavilion Estate – the servants who 
ran the Estate, Garden, stables and riding school; the injured soldiers treated at the military 
hospital. 

• Increased understanding of the story of Brighton’s development. 

• Increased knowledge of the techniques used to design, build and conserve the Estate. 

• Increased appreciation of the relevance of the Estate’s heritage among BME communities 
and the influence of other cultures on its design. 

MORE PEOPLE WILL BE MOTIVATED TO CARE FOR THE ROYAL PAVILION ESTATE 

The combined impact of new Estate-wide learning and interpretation investment will ensure many 
more people (including Dome and Corn Exchange audiences) know and care about the Estate. 
The Project’s investment in consultation, interpretation, co-curation and activity will help to 
strengthen civic pride and participation among local residents. Improving the ways that the hidden 
stories of the Estate, and its relevance to people and the city of Brighton is communicated, will 
change attitudes towards the Estate and reduce the anti-social behaviour which currently causes 



constant damage . The consultation and volunteer programmes will enable local residents to 
contribute to the conservation and operation of the site and have greater involvement and a 
stronger voice in its future. Achieving more active engagement with local people is a fundamental 
part of the Project and critical to the long term sustainability of the heritage in the Estate’s care. 

MORE PEOPLE WILL ENJOY VISITING THE ESTATE 

The revitalised Garden, improved accessibility in the buildings and a vibrant cultural programme 
will provide a world class heritage experience at all times of year. The existing barriers to 
enjoyment will be removed, the visitor welcome significantly improved and visitor facilities created 
which will drive repeat visits from tourists and locals alike to underpin the organisations’ future 
sustainability. Investment in infrastructure will increase capacity to welcome more visitors 
throughout the year without impacting adversely on the heritage. The Project will ensure that the 
vision for an exciting and dynamic heritage and cultural venue can be achieved which exceeds 
visitors’ expectations. 

MANY MORE PEOPLE WILL BE VOLUNTEERING AT THE ESTATE AND AT OTHER 
CULTURAL & HERITAGE VENUES IN THE CITY 

The Project will create a cultural hub for volunteering in Brighton & Hove, providing a connected 
volunteer offer across a network of partner heritage and cultural organisations in the city. Local 
people at risk of exclusion will be able to access heritage, re-engage with learning and develop key 
transferable skills. The experience of volunteering at the Royal Pavilion Estate for new and existing 
volunteers will be significantly extended, diversified and improved. Volunteer roles on offer will 
include curation, marketing, digital development, fundraising, programming, access & inclusion, 
learning, community engagement, front of house and conservation. 

4c What difference will your Project make for communities? 
THE ESTATE’S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT WILL BE GREATLY REDUCED 

Brighton & Hove has a long established reputation as a leader in sustainability; it is the world’s first 
designated One Planet City. One Planet Living is a set of ten clear sustainability principles put 
together by the organisations BioRegional and the Worldwide Fund for Nature. Heritage Centre 
Stage is an exemplar Project because it will deliver outcomes in every one of these principles and 
will deliver significant impacts for the environmental, social and economic sustainability of Brighton 
& Hove and the wider region, including: 

• Minimising the Estate’s energy demand. 

• Reducing waste. 

• Buying sustainable and efficient products and materials. 

• Efficient water use across the Estate. 

• Supporting healthy, ethical and environmentally responsible food procurement policies and 
practices. 

• Enhancing the biodiversity of the Garden protecting existing species including the National 
Elm Collection. 

• Delivering a sustainable events programme. 

• New networks for creative entrepreneurs and artistic practitioners to develop innovative 
ways of working. 

A WIDER RANGE OF PEOPLE WILL ENGAGE WITH THE ROYAL PAVILION ESTATE 

The Project is critical to the delivery of the Estate’s Community Engagement Strategies which set 
out its plans to develop under-represented and excluded audiences. The Project will help to build 
active and sustainable communities, where local people participate in the issues affecting their 
lives. 

The Project will lead to an increase in the number and range of people engaging with this unique 
heritage. Learning, volunteering and training plans are designed to meet the needs of a wide range 



of audiences including those who are under-represented in current visitor profiles and those who 
are disadvantaged and marginalised in the city. More families with children, more young people 
and more people with disabilities will enjoy and learn about the site. Programmes will represent 
and celebrate the heritage of Brighton’s LGBTI and BME communities to encourage many more 
people from these communities to visit the Estate. 

BRIGHTON WILL BE A BETTER PLACE TO LIVE, WORK AND VISIT 

The Project will help to make the city a more rewarding, safe and healthy place for residents, 
businesses and visitors. It will ensure that the Estate accommodates the needs of all people and is 
a place where people feel safe and at ease. Our Project will bring new life to the city’s built and 
cultural heritage ensuring that Brighton continues to be a premier historic resort of national 
significance and international renown for years to come. It will enhance and maintain the distinctive 
image, character and vibrant, unique heritage and culture of the city to benefit both residents and 
visitors. The Project will greatly enhance the city’s overall quality of life, firmly consolidating its 
position as a distinctive destination with a unique lifestyle offer. Together with the City Plan 
investment programme in the city centre, this Project will ensure that Brighton & Hove is a place 
where people want to visit, live and work. 

BRIGHTON & HOVE’S ECONOMY WILL BE BOOSTED 

Heritage Centre Stage is an integral part of the city’s Economic Strategy 2013-18 as one of the 
projects which will “Enhance Brighton & Hove’s distinctive destination and lifestyle offer”, creating a 
city with the skills and investment to deliver economic growth and prosperity. Quality of place 
matters and investment in Brighton & Hove’s assets and infrastructure needs to continue in order 
to reflect the central importance of culture, leisure and tourism to the city. 

A Tourism South East study on behalf of BHCC in 2012 on the economic impact of the Estate 
venues found that direct gross visitor expenditure in the city generated by the venues was 
estimated at £105m. The net annual impact of visitor expenditure was £62m with 1,125 FTE jobs 
supported. The forecasts are that Heritage Centre Stage will increase visitor numbers to the estate 
from 1.3m to 1.6m, gross visitor expenditure to £119m and net impact figures by at least 10% to 
£68m and 1,241 FTE jobs. This indicates the size of economic benefit the Estate has for the city 
and the need to both safeguard and grow this important asset. 

THE ORGANISATIONS WILL BE MORE RESILIENT 

The Estate’s heritage, arts and cultural offer, its ability to engage with people and its long term 
financial resilience will be supported by a completely integrated approach to the delivery of 
services across the Estate. This will deliver operational efficiencies and effectiveness alongside 
reinforcing income generation, ensuring that the Estate has a viable, long-term future, 
…………………………………………………. As a result of this Project the additional income 
generated across the Estate will provide the funds to meet ongoing annualised maintenance 
allowances, continued investment in key functional areas (eg learning and participation) and build 
up of reserves, ensuring that the Estate has a sustainable operating model. 

4d What are the main groups of people that will benefit from your Project? 
Local audiences: 

• Primary school groups 
• Secondary school and post 16 groups 
• Independent adults 
• Families with children 
• Young people aged 14-24 
• BME communities 
• Members of the LGBTI community 

UK audiences outside of Brighton: 

• Adult visitors 
• Family audiences 
• Members of the LGBTI community 



Overseas visitors: 

• Cultural tourists 
• Students visiting Brighton to learn English 
• Members of the LGBTI community 

The Project will also have significant benefit for current and new volunteers who will be actively 
engaged in developing and delivering the Project. 

Local businesses including shops, cafes and other heritage and tourist attractions will benefit 
significantly from the development of the Royal Pavilion Estate as a world class cultural destination 
in terms of job security, job creation and visitor spend in the city. 

4e Does your Project involve heritage that attracts visitors? 
Yes 

What are your existing visitor numbers? 
1,322,037 

How many visitors a year do you expect on completion of your Project? 
1,590,370 

4f How many people will be trained as part of your Project, if applicable? 
880 

4g How many full-time equivalent volunteers do you expect to contribute personally to your 
Project? 
30 

4h How many full-time equivalent posts will you create to deliver your Project? 
11 


